Annex 3

Summary of academic and professional accomplishments
for academic degree procedures process

1. Name and Surname:

Zdzisiaw gliwa
2. Diplomas and scientific degrees:
2.1. Diploma for completing professional education and obtaining engineer degree No.
l 64/87 at 30 August 1987, Mechanized Forces Military Academy, Wroclaw.
2.2. Diploma for completing second level studies and obtaining title of certified officer
No. 968/96 at 13 July 1996, National Defence University, Warsaw.
2.3. Diploma for completing postgraduate studies at the Command and General Staff
College, 2 June 2000, Fort Leavenworth, United States of America.
2.4. Diploma for completing doctor's studies and obtaining a degree of doctor of military
science in the field of tactics awarded by the Council of Land Forces Faculty of the
National Defence University at 24 0ctober 2001, Warsaw.
The title of doctoral thesis: ,,Formation of Task Forces during Mechanized Brigade
Defence in Forested Area?.

2.5. Diploma for completing Pedagogic course within higher education didactics No.
1 6/2004 at 1 December 2004, Land Forces Military Academy, Wroclaw.
2.6. Diploma for completing postgraduate studies at the Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre of the National Defence University of the People's Liberation Army of the
People's Republic of China, No. 29219 at 20 July 2008, Beijing, China.
3. Positions related to academic institutions:

3.1. 1992-1994 - instructor, the Tactics Chair, Mechanized Forces Military Academy in
Wroclaw;

3 .2. 1997-1998 - lecturer, the Tactics Chair, T. Kosciuszko Military Academy in
Wroclaw;

3.3. 2001- 2002 - adjunct, the Tactics Chair, T. Kosciuszko Military Academy in
Wroclaw;

3 .4. 2002 - 2003 - the Head of the Didactics Department , Land Forces Military Academy
in Wroclaw;

3.5. 2004 - 2006 - the Head of the Combat Service Support Chair, Land Forces Military
Academy in Wroclaw;
3.6. 2008 - 2009 - the Head of the Military Studies Department, Strategic Studies
Institute, National Defence Academy in Warsaw;
3.7. 2009 - 2012 - lecturer, Baltic Defence College, Tartu, Estonia;
3.8. From 2011- visiting professor, National Defence Academy, Riga, Latvia;,
3.9. 2012 - 2013 - academic, Baltic Defence College, Tartu, Estonia,
3.10. From April 2012 - professor of the Baltic Defence College in Tartu, Estonia
(review of the academic record by Dr Mark Conversino, the Dean of the US Army
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War College and general (ret.) Zoltan Szenes, professor of the National Defence
University of Hungary).
4.

Indication of scientific achievement following article 16 par. 2 of act from 14 March
2003 on scientific degrees and scientific title and on degrees and title in arts (Journal
of Laws no. 65, pos. 595 with changes.):
a) The title of scientific achievement:
,,Security conditions of China at the Beginning of the XXI Century?
b) Author/authors, publication title, editing office, place and year of publishing:
Z. Sliwa, Securiffl conditions of China at the Beginning of the ,XX! Century, the
Air Force Academy, Dqblin 2015, 334 p., ISBN 978-83-64636-33-2, monograph.
c) An overview of scientific aim of the paper mentioned above and the achieved
results:

China is currently the country with biggest number of population in the world, second
regarding territory; it is second economy of the world regarding GDP and it is trade power. It
possesses also massive nuclear arsenal, armed forces counting more than 2 million of soldiers,
and is undergoing military modernization causing some fears in the neighbourhood. China is
currently building power in many dimensions and it is not limiting an area of influence only
to the continental part. It involves a degree of caution of other nations in establishing political
links with Beijing without losing sight of the potential economic benefits. This raises a
number of dilemmas and requires making decisions about the directions of development of
bilateral relations in Asia, which may affect the evolution of the geopolitical situation. This is
done in the shadow of a dynamic modernization of the Chinese People's Liberation Army,
where among important trends development of power projection capabilities to face any threat
coming from outside the Chinese mainland is noticed. This potential can also be used to
resolve antagonistic issues in the region using power by eliminating the role of geographical
distance, which raises concerns especially among smaller states. The development takes place
in the shadow of China's internal problems, such as: complex situation on the labour market,
social problems, social stratification, and poor status of the natural environment. Decisions
taken by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) at the beginning of the twenty-first century
show that there is awareness of those challenges and possible implications for the party and
the country. Efforts are being made to reform the state as its role in the present century has
evolved in line with the expectations of society along with the desire to preserve the
leadership of the CCP.
The beginning of the twenty-first century reveals a number of challenging areas to be
faced by the leadership of China, especially in the face of the global economic crisis. They
have both external and internal character affecting all areas of the statehood. Their interaction
is impacting the way of exercising power by the CCP and the development of instruments of
state power, in order to meet current and future security threats using possible opportunities

and strengths of the state. This requires undertaking range of activities-to strengthen the ',role

of China in the region and to further consolidate the foreground to play an important role 4s a
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'player' in a systematically emerging multipolar world order. It is a consequence of the
changes of the security system previously based on two world powers. With its collapse only
one real power remained on the international arena, whose international prestige has been
weakened by the absence of achievement of objectives of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
and ongoing economic problems. It was very important for Asia, which has become an
important geopolitical and economic centre of the globe resulting in a growth of Asian
countries, especially China and India. For the US, the dynamics of change in China was a
challenge, because it has grown to the state capable to compete with Washington, which
undermined its undisputed role as a global leader linked with add-on benefits. It could cause
bipolar rivalry of the United States and China, and in the future could include also other
countries. The direction of geopolitical changes in Asia that happened during late years of the
last and early years of the twenty-first century are the subject of international concerns. They
form foundations of a new order with a tendency to the formation of a multipolar international
system, being an area of challenges to international security. Washington's decision to shift
resources to the Asia-Pacific region resulted by intensifying rivalry, which has increased the
likelihood of confrontation. The outcome is a constant presence of the US in this strategically
important region, including military build-up, and it has progressive trends combined with
tightening existing and creation of new alliances.
Parallel, the growth of asymmetric threats is occurring, which may cause states to link
their efforts by creating ad-hoc coalitions in order to avoid immediate risk of destabilization
continent triggering uncontrolled chaos with unforeseeable consequences. This is why the US
and China may directly or indirectly seek to preserve the current stable security situation
because they need it to achieve their own goals, but we should not rule out a confrontational
option that could have serious outcome. National strategic interests are also a factor, which in
a natural way, on the basis of mutual benefit, can affect the stability in the coming years.
Generally in Asia there has been an increase of tensions based on variety of settings including
rivalry for influence. The geopolitical future of Asia is endangered by many instability
sources so it is difficult to predict what will be the outcome. Situation is Asia is not only
linked with political and economic issues; the continent has become the arena of numerous
wars and conflicts as of various reasons and they still could destabilize security hampering
development of states. Wars were involving Asian nations coupled with interventions of other
global powers, so the history continues to play an important role on the continent. At present,
the ongoing war against terrorism in Afghanistan is a real challenge with potential to further
influence the security of neighbouring countries like Pakistan being an ally of China.
The Asian security is further complicated by a number of unresolved disputes that has
become more important with the growth of military potential of the stakeholders, discoveries
of natural resources and the need to protect national strategic interests. They are motivated by
politics, economy, religion and also social, ethnic, cultural, geographical factors which are
associated with a desire to unite some nations. Alongside state structures similarly
international organizations are monitoring security situation. Moreover, extremist and terrorist
movements united by ideology, nationality and desire to create their own state are looking for
own chances. It is resulting in a fact that the security problems in Asia are very complex and
they have many dimensions and actors. In the context of the growing importance of China and
l
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developments in Asia the monograph is researching the current status and prospects of the
country and its impact on the external enviromnent, as those are interdependent components
of the regional security system. Focus has been dedicated to the interaction with external
environment of the state in the key areas of its activities allowing to assess the real state of
affairs and to indicate the possible developments of regional and sub-regional entities. An
important part of the growing importance and potential of the state in recent years has been
based on drawing conclusions from the principles of functioning of the external world. In the
past it was an isolated country but as a result of the reforms of Deng Xiaoping and his policy
of 'reform and opening' the perception of China has changed.
It has not been typical copying of patterns or ideas, but rather a continuous analysis
and implementation with 'Chinese characteristics' of what has been useful and adaptable for
the state. That assumption has been implemented successfully and one of its constituents was
decision to turn into investment in human capital and infrastructure. The element that has
been connecting the directions of development of the Middle Kingdom was the 'Scientific
concept of development' accepted and included into the Statute of the Communist Party of
China during the seventeenth Congress in October 2007. It was based on requirement to start
balancing the development of the Chinese economy by fighting corruption, levelling
differences between rich and poor, developing social welfare and environmental protection.
The main idea was to create the 'harmonious society' as described by the President Hu and in
the future to realize the concept of the 'Chinese Dream' introduced by the President Xi as
main goal for beginning of the XXI century.
In relation to the complex research area the monograph goal is to analyse China as an
important regional and global entity taking into account all the dimensions of the country's
governance. It is also aiming to recognize the Chinese impact on the security situation in Asia
in the context of the variety of challenges and threats. A major research problem has been
formed as the question: How the components of external and internal security of China are
affecting the continuation of the development of the state in the context of changes in Asia at
the beginning of the twenty-first century? Due to the complexity of the research problem it
was necessary to define supportive problems as follow:
To what extent politics of Asian countries and involvement of other nations is
affecting polarization of the region and also strengthening and configuring the security
stmctures?

How may the development and modernization of China's military potential impact
maintaining the current, relatively stable, situation in Asia?
What internal challenges is China facing at the beginning of century and could they
escalate jeopardizing the current role of the ruling party?
To what extent the existing external and internal threats are affecting the evolution of
Chinese policy and its instruments of power in response to the transformation of the
security situation?
Author's knowledge and personal experiences based on strategic studies in China and
the continuous observation of changes in the region have made it possible to formulate a
working hypothesis. It assumes that the political role of China has been increasing with every
successive generation of leaders, but still the key challenge is an isolation of the country and
4

the lack of credible allies, which puts the country at a disadvantage compared to the US,
which is increasing influence in the Asia-Pacific region. China's growth has changed current
structure of security and at the same time the state is facing a number of internal and external
challenges and threats constituting real concerns to stability. Economic security allows
support for international policy however based on need of continuing economic growth,
which will endure, but it must be assumed that slower than expected. Military security is
essential for the state and it has been strengthened by development of armed forces for
internal and external security purposes. As a result China is a regional, but not global power.
The aspirations of becoming a global power will take next decades facing assertiveness and
concerns of the external environment and the internal problems which are growing having
potential to escalate in a short time.
The area of research, as presented above, is very complex internally and is functioning
in a multidimensional environment, which requires a comprehensive selection of research
methods. Therefore, the theoretical methods have been adopted: comparative analysis,
synthesis of source materials, and critical assessment of the literature concerning the study
area, deduction and generalization. They have been used in conjunction with analogy and
abstraction in order to do: classification, opposing and comparing data, and compilation of
results, grouping and separating cognitive content. It was used to allow identification of
commonalities and divergent data in terms of subject and object of research and
systematization of the results obtained. The knowledge acquired during studies at the National
Defence University of People's Liberation Army in China was also very helpful. Moreover,
experiences and data received during security conferences and seminars were important as it
was possible to listen to opinions of experts and to exchange thoughts with speakers allowing
improving awareness regarding security issues and the subject and object of the monograph.
The monograph consists of an introduction, substantive chapters, including
conclusions. In the first chapter the problem situation and basic methodological approaches
within publication has been characterized. Some selected concepts related to the substantive
chapters were presented. They are used within the monograph, and their presentation in the
first chapter allows enhancing their understanding, especially as 'security' is widespread
being variously interpreted matter in scientific publications. These conceptual categories are a
set of very complex terms covering differentiated approach to the problem. In the chapter
China's national security concepts were described, such as 'mutual security', acooperative
security' and 'comprehensive security'. It support understanding how to use the instruments
of state power: 'hard power', aso.tt power', 'bonding power', 'creative power' and 'national
will power'.
The second chapter discusses the changes taking place in the security enviromnent in
Asia, paying particular attention to the Asia-Pacific region and the countries of the area where
transformations are taking place significantly affecting the entire continent. In this context, it
draws attention to the immediate neighbours of China in West Asia, India and Russia, as
relations with them are very complex and their development is crucial in long term. It
discusses aexternal' actors in Asia, especially the United States of America which at the

beginning of the century shifted the centre of gravity of foreign policy toward Asia. Th'us,
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Washington is one of the two major countries that create security architecture through a
constant presence and preservation of regional alliances.
The third chapter presents the concepts of the development of China under the
leadership of the CCP. It provides an outline of the country's development with particular
emphasis on political leadership at the beginning of this century. It discusses cooperation with
selected international and regional organizations which is a result of state policy in the field of
building relations for benefit of the development of the country and to avoid isolation in Asia
and beyond.
The fourth chapter draws attention to the threats to the country's development and it
exposes internal and external challenges for security in a broader context. It raises a problem
of separatism, as a real danger for the unity of the country and the leading role of the party. It
also discusses the role of maritime territorial disputes in the seas of the western Pacific. It
allows identification of possible consequences of worsening already very complex situation
around China.

The fifth chapter covers economic development of the country and analyses the
dynamics of economic changes. It depicts the role of foreign direct investments and a banking
sector in the development of the country and its position in the global economy, as well as
basic provisions for cooperation within energy security issues as critical factor for economy.
It also refers to the internal problems of the labour market, situation of a working class,
society stmcture and others highlighting their long-term implications for economic
development.
In the sixth chapter attention is given to the armed forces of China, including internal
security forces as their modernization during last years is the object of interest for many
countries in the world. This raises many questions and concerns about the region and at the
same time causes a requirement to start reform of armed forces of other countries, alone or
with support of allies. It is indirectly speeding up an arms race in Asia. The chapter analyses
the party political control over the armed forces, the military budget and substance of
subsequent editions of military strategies (so called 'White Papers') including assessment of
the country's security situation and future ways of development of the state and the armed
forces.

The seventh chapter is covering progressive dimensions of security, which are now
gaining importance because of their usefulness, potential benefits, national prestige, and the
need to prepare to respond to the risks arising from them. An assessment is provided
regarding their potential use by China for non-military and military purposes and as a tool to
influence the security situation inside the country and against potential opponents during
peace and war.
The final chapter is concerning conclusions of the substantive chapters related to the
methodological statements of the publication. It is also providing verification of adopted
initial hypothesis of the monograph.
Each chapter contains a summary including key conclusions from the analysis of the
different fields of security in relation to the subject of the research, whose synthesis is
presented at the end of the publication by verifying a working hypothesis. The publication
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contains a series of figures, tables and aru'iexes, which are to visualize ideas and data and they
are discussed in the respective chapters according to reasons of their use.
Publications that are presented in the bibliography contribute to better understanding
of the complexity of security issues, pointing out its progressive character. They provide a
valuable source of information and data to conduct studies within the area of the monograph.
Currently, the authors devote a lot of attention toward Asia, and particularly China, seeing
growth of conflicting interests, which can lead to regional conflicts. In the preparation of
publications sources from recognized foreign and Polish think-tanks and institutions have
been used, which is due to high degree of dynamics of changes and their constant character,
resulting in a need to track developments. They cover international issues and are presenting
variety of opinions in relation to current events and forecasts. Such a broad spectrum of
opinions and views allows monitoring the situation in the region and is supporting creating
credible conclusions. Important sources of information are the Websites belonging to the
individual countries and organizations, presenting the official position and assessment of
situation in the context of national interests. This involved a critical analysis of publications
and source materials, as many represent very unilateral position corresponding to the politics
of countries and organizations.
The research allowed assessing degree of implementation of China's security policy in
accordance with the assumptions contained in documents that shape both the way of thinking
about security, as well as suggest ways and resources of its practical and consistent
implementation to achieve synergy of instmments of state power. This is done as part of
China's strategic culture at three levels: Chinese philosophy, the national strategic and
military culture, in accordance with the priorities of national security which are shaped by
country's leader. President Xi presented security domains hierarchy, as follow: political,
territorial (national unity), military, economic, cultural, social, scientific and technological,
informational, ecological, raw materials and nuclear. Such the hierarchy shows the
importance of preserving the leading role of the CCP and the risks resulting from the possible
impact of external and internal factors which could lead to disintegration of the state. To
support these essential priorities of great importance are military and economic capacities for
creating conditions to both deter and defeat opponents ('hard power'), as well as for
encouraging cooperation based on mutual benefits ('bonding power' and acreative power').
Next, the factors of an internal nature are mentioned due to their impact of the former and
abilities to support them. This is an indirect expression of the desire to stabilize the security
situation on the Chinese mainland, which would allow greater commitment to strengthen the
state role on the global arena.
The pace of China's development, despite the slowdown, will continue in the future,
allowing closing to the US level of economic development and next to be ahead of the
country over the next two - three decades. Of great importance is Beijing's effort to build
economic relations in Asia and outside (Europe, Africa, and South America), mainly using
asoft power' in the form of diplomacy and 'bonding power' throughout economy. China's
politics and diplomacy in Asia and political relations and trade cooperation with all countries
in the region are critical in that domain. These are relations based on peaceful means,o,
although there are still disputes, including territorial claims. Signing border treaties e.g. with
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Russia is important for the stability and is a strong signal of the Beijing's strategy, especially
as situation on the continent is influenced indirectly by these disputes, requiring goodwill and
intensive dialogue. The development could be affected by many factors, such as redistribution
of wealth and associated with it social unrest, the Taiwan issue, growth of terrorism and

separatist. These challenges are very complex, but the pursuit of a peaceful settlement of
border disputes and balanced approach to Taiwan and the lack of open confrontation on the
South China Sea are positive signals so far. At the same time, there are problems that could
rapidly exacerbate the situation destabilizing the state, its economy, regional and global
security. Beside the stability risks could initiate internal mobilization of population of the
country, which could challenge political authorities and leading role of the party. Looking for
options to overcome such the challenges party and govermnent plan a comprehensive
approach to change economic system by stimulating domestic demand and foreign direct
investments.

The combination of political, economic and financial undertakings could achieve
positive effects in the long term, allowing the party to maintain its leading role. According to
polls considerable historical, religious and ethnic conflicts in connection with territorial
disputes are destabilizing factor as they are linking interests of many countries (e.g. Kashrnir,
South China Sea). At the same time analysis of military dimension suggests that the military
potential of China is systematically growing and is already able to effectively resist the
external aggression. In next decades it will enable power projection beyond the continent.
Economic development provides resources for continuity of modernization of China's armed
forces, which undermines balance of power in Asia and creates conditions for resolving
disputes using military capabilities. It seems, however, that China is conducting long-term
policy based on a well-thought strategy. It is not focusing on military dimension only and it
has been decided rather to wait what effect will have politico - economical rivalry with the
United States. The authorities are aware of own strengths and weaknesses, as indicated in the
publication, and they tend not to use 'hard power', but rather when presenting a growing
military potential, they consider using 'so:tt power', 'bounding power', and 'creative power'
backed by 'national will power'. In the future, this will allow achieving progress towards
realization of the 'Chinese dream' and, probably, a dominance of the Asia-Pacific region.
The monograph is providing a comprehensive analysis of conditions for the
development of China at the beginning of this century in the context of internal and external
security challenges. It indicates the complexity of security as a concept is not closed set and is
dynamically evolving due to changes in political, social, technological, and other dimensions
of modern societies. This has allowed making synthesis of Chinese security environment
presenting challenges, opportunities, threats and trends that define its place in regional and
global politics. The results presented in the monograph are the result of following Asian
security and long-term scientific study as presented in many scientific publications. The
monograph provides a comprehensive approach toward security in the context of China's
instruments of power exposing interactions between them as part of a coherent policy. It
allows systematizing knowledge of China's role in the world and implications of national
development when facing internal and external security issues. Identification of thesi
conditions can significantly enhance understanding of China allowing pragmatic redefinition
8
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of internal and foreign policy in relation Asia, allowing proper allocation of resources and
means to effectively support national objectives. The monograph could be of interest for
professionals and researchers focusing on international security and could be a source of
information by indicating possible directions of further scientific investigations in the field of
the problems discussed in the monograph.
The monograph in conjunction with the scientific output is a contribution to the

development of the social sciences, especially the security science. It contributes to increasing
theoretical foundations in relation to international and national security based on China as an
example of a rising global power. The record of scientific achievements, as presented in the
summary of academic and professional accomplishments, is indicating that the security
situation in Asia has been observed over several years and it was supported by personal
experiences allowing analysing dynamics of changes. Therefore, the value has been connected
with an opportunity to obtain knowledge about security within variety of security fields in the
long term. It is allowing recognition of mutual interrelationships between military and nonmilitary dimensions of security at a state and regional levels along with global implications. It
is also a source of materials related to security matters, in particular linked with Asia. In
addition, the contribution to the security science is presentation of political, economic and
economical potential of China and the nation' s impact on the security situation in Asia and the
world together with displaying possible consequences of this impact in the future. This can
support a better understanding of the complexity and interdependence of areas of security in
respect to examination of other international actors.

s. An overview of other scientific achievements

In 1983 I had graduated from high school and then I started education at the

Mechanized Forces Military Academy in Wroclaw, from which I graduated after passing the
diploma examination in 1987. After leaving school I was appointed to a position of cadets'
platoon commander at the academy, which I held until 1992 when he was appointed an
instructor of the Tactics Chair. It was connected with conducting activities in all fields of the
education using variety of forms as lectures, seminars and practical exercises in academy and
training centres. In 1994, after passing two level exams, I was qualified for the National
Defence Academy, where I began graduate studies. The Academy created conditions for my
professional development and I also broadened knowledge and developed skills advantageous
for starting research activities and publishing papers in journals. I completed two-year studies
with very good results in 1996. My thesis Brigade's (division) first line of defence had been
awarded within a competition for best paper and then published in a journal 'Military
Thought'. During studies I participated in the execution of two of scientific - research projects
with the Academy faculty. After graduation I had obtained a title of certified officer I began
service in the 1 1th Mechanized Brigade as a battalion commander and next as a chief of
brigade training section. My responsibilities included soldiers and staff planning and training
and also practical execution of theoretical and practical teaching, as well as monitoring
training processes. It was a period of very intensive work and implementation of theoretical
knowledge gained throughout education along with gaining experiences. In 1997 I was
appointed lecturer at the Tactics Chair in the Tadeusz Kosciuszko Military Academy in
I
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Wroclaw. During this period I was conducting teaching and I was also a supervisor of cadets'
diploma theses and a member of examination boards. I also started publishing papers related
to the matter of education provided and from 1997 to 2000 I published 4 papers in the
scientific journal of the academy ,,Poglqdy i Doswiadczenia? (Opinions and experiences) and
15 articles in the ,,Przeglqd Wojsk I4dowych? (Land Forces Review). I was co-author of five
scripts within my educational area of responsibility. It contributed to improving my skills in
formulating views in writing form, working with sources supporting further scientific
development.
In 1998, I started doctoral studies at the National Defence University (NDU) in the

Department of the Arrny. The same year I graduated from a three-month course 'Tactical operational NATO integration course? at the University, which enabled contacts with the
university faculty and allowed conducting research within a topic of my doctoral dissertation.
In 1999 I was selected to be a student of two-semester postgraduate course at the US
Command and General Staff College (CGSC) at Fort Leavenworth. It was preceded by an
English language course at the Defence Language Institute at the Lackland Air Force Base in
Texas. The education was conducted in an international environment, which was an

opportunity to gain a broader perspective on national and international security issues within
teaching, variety of papers, facultative studies and discussions with students coming from
more than 50 countries. Education in the CGSC allowed access to the College library to

gather research materials related to the field of my dissertation. In addition, I had conducted a
survey among classmates based on a prepared questionnaire and the results were used in the
doctoral dissertation. After graduating in 2000 I returned to Poland and I took a position of
lecturer in Tactics Chair of Tadeusz Kosciuszko Military Academy. In the first half of 2001 I
had a scientific internship at the Tactics Chair of the National Defence University, which
allowed continuity of studies and finalizing doctoral dissertation. As a result of positive
defence of doctoral thesis titled Formation of a task ?force during a mechanized brigade in
forested terrain on 24 0ctober 2001 the Board of Land Force Faculty granted me a doctoral
degree in military science in specialty of tactics. The doctoral thesis was awarded in the
competition for the best doctoral dissertation.

In 2002 I was appointed a head of the Department of Didactics at the Land Forces
Academy in Wroclaw. Within the span of responsibility I was responsible for delivering and
supervising teaching in the field of higher education, developing curricula for the academy
and subordinated education centres. I was also responsible for monitoring quality of education
and implementing solutions to improve it. In the context of the function I was a member of
the Academy's Senate. In 2004, I took another position at the Academy - the head of the
Combat Service Support Chair, which I held until 2006. As the chief of the Chair I was
responsible for education processes of subordinated departments and I supported and shaped
the development of professional and scientific abilities of subordinated cadre. Occupying
positions of the department and chair head I actively participated in the development of 12
scientific - research projects as a pro3ect manager or as a member of research teams. Among
them I prepared the research project OT No. OOA 005 26 funded by the Ministry of Science
and Information Allied and other concepts of employment of non-lethal weapons systems.
When conducting such the projects I was encouraging staff members to contribute and as !,a
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result some of them have continued personal scientific and research development. I also
continued a series of publications by delivering 18 articles to ,,Przegl4d Wojsk ?4dowych?
(Land Forces Review) and ,,Przeglqd Morski? (Navy Review:) between 2002 and 2010
popularizing subjects related to education I was involved in. To support education in the
Academy I was co-author of 12 manuals, special studies and scripts from 2001 to 2004. I was
supervising students in preparation of their diploma theses, and I was a member of the
examination boards.

In 2005 I served as Chief of Operations J-3 Branch of an international NATO
peacekeeping force Kosovo Force (KFOR) in Kosovo within peace support operations. The
scope of responsibility required familiarization with the security situation in the region and
Kosovo, which allowed a deeper understanding of the implications of internal and external
security situation for the state. It was important combination of theoretical knowledge and
practical dimension of duties allowing gathering a lot of valuable experiences which were
very useful in follow-on service and a continuity of scientific studies and research related to
security. I continued publishing scientific papers in the country and abroad, by publishing 7
articles and being co-author of one monograph and by presenting 4 papers during scientific
conferences and seminars. I actively participated in the Programme Committee of the
Scientific - Technical Symposium Military equipment maintenance challenges EKSPOLOG
2004 and execution of the Second Internatiortal Scientific Conference on Natural and
Civilization Disasters by leading discussions within a seminar on Theory of terrorism.
In July 2006 I took over duties of a Head of the Operational Planning Division in the
Operational Command of Polish Armed Forces. In the range of my duties I was also
responsible for planning and supervising Polish Military Contingents' operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan. It was associated with a need to study security situation of the regions, with
particular emphasis on the impact of internal security in these countries and their immediate
environment on Polish Military Contingents' activities. In relation to duties I represented the
Operational Cormnand during three science conferences prepared by the Cardinal Stefan
Wyszynski's University and the National Defence Academy to present security implications
associated particularly with Afghanistan in the context of Polish increased involvement.
I published two chapters in collective publications on Afghanistan.
In July 2007 I was selected for postgraduate studies at the Centre of Strategic Studies at
the People's Liberation Arnny National Defence University in Beijing. The studies were very
important part of my scientific development in the field of security due to the fact that
students were mostly from Asia, Africa and South America. Moreover, the educational
program addressed a number of issues of international security, with a particular focus on
Asia. In addition, discussions with students allowed familiarizing me with their views
extending my theoretical knowledge by adding practical experiences related to situation in
individual countries. It was a very valuable experience, especially as during studies many
seminars were scheduled allowing exchange of opinions. Studies have shifted my focus
toward Asia and China in particular in the context of internal and external security. During
studies I presented a paper titled aFacirtg the Three Devils. The Shanghai Cooperation
Organization Case' during an International Security Symposium prepared by the Chinese
National Defence University and I participated in a discussion panel on regional security.'. I
1
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published as a co-author two paper in a scientific journal of the Polish Ministry of Defence
'Bellona', and translated into Polish an article prepared by my classmate from Singapore.
After graduation in 2008 I was appointed as a Head of the Department of Military
Studies at the Institute for Strategic Studies of the National Defence University in Warsaw.
During the period I conducted research related to international security issues, which helped
to broaden theoretical knowledge and to carry out further research. I published four scientific
papers and I delivered two presentations at scientific seminars and I was a member of the
Program Committee of a scientific seminar entitled Strategic determinants of Republic of
Poland security until 2020. I participated in the development of expertise: Evaluation of the
safety of the Exploration & Production Company LOTOS Petrobaltic S.A. as a task received
by the Institute for Strategic Studies. As a result of my studies I was co-author of two
monographs: Contemporary Asian Security Considerations and Asia - conflicts and security
threats published by the National Defence Academy. I continued editorial activities in the
'Bellona' quarterly and I was awarded a commemorative medal on the occasion of the 90th
anniversary of the 'Bellona' for contribution to the quarterly and publishing activities.
In 2009 I started teaching and research career as a lecturer at the Baltic Defence
College (BALTDEFCOL) in Tartu, Estonia. In 2012, as a result of a proposal from the
College authorities I finished my military service and have approved an offer to be employed
at BALTDEFCOL as a researcher and teacher. Performing duties associated with teaching
and research I was focused on security. I was teaching all the courses in the College, as
follows: the postgraduate Higher Command Studies Course, the postgraduate Joint Command
and General Staff Course and the Civil Servant Course. I have taken an active role in

development of curricula of courses mentioned above and modifying them according to the
guidelines of the defence ministries of the three Baltic States. I was also responsible for the
preparation and delivery of education within educational modules. The teaching was related to
international and military security including preparing case studies related to contemporary
and historical examples allowing a multifaceted analysis for educational purposes. During
practical exercises I was preparing strategic level documentation including background of
conflicts and their impact on the security of individual countries and international
environment. In 2011, I took an active part in the implementation of the Master's program in
BALTDEFCOL in cooperation with the Latvian National Defence Academy and I was
supervisor of masters' theses. He also participated in boards organized to accept master's
theses along being a reviewer. Within the program I was also preparing and conducting MA
seminars. Since 2011, I have been a visiting professor of the National Defence Academy in
Riga. As a result of my involvement in the master studies program I was awarded with the
TRADOC Medal for Merits Honourable Third Class by the National Defence Academy of
Latvia and a Baltic Defence College Silver Medal of Merit. As part of the research work in
BALTDEFCOL in the years 2009 - 2012 I published three monographs, I was co-author of
three monographs, including one in English. In addition, I prepared four chapters in the
scientific research papers. As an author or co-author I published more than 20 scientific
articles in Polish, English, Estonian and Finnish. Upon application of the BALTDEFCOL
Dean in April 2012 I was appointed a professor of the Baltic Defence College in Tartu. My
professional and research achievements were reviewed by Dr Mark Conversino, the Dean of,
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the US Arrny War College, and gen. (ret.) Zoltan Szenes, a professor at the National Defence
University in Hungary. As for now, I am continuing teaching and scientific - research
activities at the Baltic Defence College.
A detailed list of monographs and scientific papers, as well as information about the
achievements during teaching, scientific cooperation and popularization of science are
presented in the annex 4 to the application. A summary of my scientific achievements and
educational activities a:Lter obtaining the doctor degree are as follows:
5.1. Publications

By the time I started doctorate studies the publications were mainly connected with
topics related to teaching in the Land Forces Academy. This period allowed improvement of
scientific research proficiencies by expressing my point of view in a written form, by
publishing scientific papers, popularization of selected topics and by preparing teaching
materials. After obtaining doctor's degree, especially from 2005, my duties and professional
responsibilities required shifting my focus toward security problems. It was connected with a
service in peacekeeping forces in Kosovo and the Operational Command of Arnned Forces
followed by studies in China and being head of department at the National Defence Academy
and finally in BALTDEFCOL. Strategic studies in China, based on already acquired
knowledge and experiences in security domain, caused a focus of my interest on Asian
security as demonstrated in many publications and scientific - research projects. The result of
my research activities in the field of security have been publications, including: 3 monographs
as an author, 4 monographs as co-author, including one in English, 12 manuals and s scripts
as co-author. Moreover, I was author of 14 articles in scientific journals and co-author of
more than 20 papers (some 14 in foreign languages) and 8 chapters in scientific publications.
I was also co-author of seven publications in logistics, some included Asia related
security issues in economy domain. It was an effect of close cooperation with Logistics
Institute of WSB University (Wyzsza Szko}a Bankowa) in Wroclaw.
Among these publications seven are mentioned in Google Scholar database, 2 in
ProQuest, two in the Web of Science and one in Scopus. Moreover, eleven publications are
located in the BazTech database related to a content of Polish journals.
Currently I am preparing for releasing materials from the aLessons Learned 9th
International Conference' which will be published at the beginning of 2016. I am also
working on a monograph under the working title Dimensions of European Union relations
with China in cooperation with the Centre for Security and Strategic Research in Latvia. I sent
an abstract of my article China - Japan Relations in the Shadow of Island Disputes for aThe
Second Baltic Alliance for Asian Studies (BAAS)' organized by the Tartu University, which
will be held in April 2016.
The main part of current publications is related to the previously discussed scientific
achievement, and among them the most important are the following in specific problem areas:
Asian security

Monograph Contemporary Asian Securiffl Considerations (Wsp61czesne

uwarunkowania"bezpieczeAstwa Azji), ed. National Defence Academy, Warsaw 2011 (co-'
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author). It presented selected Asian countries and organizations and their role in the context of
regional and global security. Their impact on political, economic, military and social security
was discussed broader. Among them special considerations were assigned to China, Russia
and India. Attention was drawn to complex internal situation in Pakistan and the role of Iran
in the Middle East. The issue of necessity of unification of efforts in Asia, by creating
regional security organizations such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation and the
Collective Security Treaty Organization, was researched. The role of GUAM, the South-East
Asian Nations and the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, as political economic organizations, was also revealed. This was a precondition to analyse the complexity
of the situation in Asia to expose regional dynamics and determinants required to change the
current situation in benefit of all regional entities.
Monograph Asia - conflicts and securiffl threats (Azja - konflikty i zagro:zenia
bezpieczenstwa), ed. National Defence Academy, Warsaw 2011 (co-author). The monograph
analysed the internal security of Asia in the context of existing international disputes, taking
into account a spatial criterion. Attention is paid to the ongoing rivalry among countries for
grounding their influences in East Asia. The security status of the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan
and maritime disputes was analysed border. The rivalry between China and United States
created an important constituent of the book. The situation in the in Central Asia and South
Asia, including Afghanistan, Kashrnir and Fergana Valley was discussed as significant
security factor. In addition, attention was paid to Middle East and religious tensions e.g. in
Iran and the consequences of wars in the region. Possible threats, opportunities and interests
of the involved parties and future developments of the situation were identified. This allowed
a comprehensive overview of contemporary Asia and security in regional and global context.

Chapter: Political - economic evolution of Contemporary China (Kierunki przemian
polityczno - ekonomicznych wsp61czesnych Chin), [in:] A. Dawidczyk, (editor), Strategic
Securiffl Considerations of the Polisli Republic until 2020, materials of the scientific
seminar, the Strategic Studies Institute, ed. National Defence Academy, Warsaw 2009. The
chapter discussed the essential conditions related to future development of China. Special
attention was given to the role of the Communist Party and China and the situation in the
country in the face of economic crisis. Measures taken by the state in terms of the economy
made it possible to avoid significant slowdown and preserved economic development. The
measures taken were analysed indicating the consequences of such well thought decisions.
Scientific papers: Maritime Disputes in East Asia and Pacific region - stormy waves
of International Relations, Security and Defence Quarterly, No. 2, ed. National Defence
Academy, Warsaw 2015; Southeast Asia SecurUy and the territorial islatxds claims on the
South China Sea (BezpieczeAstwo regionu Azji Poludniowo-wschodniej a roszczenia
terytorialne wobec wysp Morza Poludniowochinskiego), Scientific Papers of the Naval
Academy, LI Year No. 2 (181 ), Gdynia 201 0; The impact of territorial disputes on the South
China Sea on East Asia securiffl (Wplyw spor6w terytorialnych na Morzu
Poludniowochir'iskim na bezpieczenstwo w Azji Wschodniej), Scientific Papers of the National
Defence Academy, No. 4 (77), Warsaw 2009. The series of articles written in consecutive
years discussed the complex situation related to the South China Sea, which is one of the
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potential hotspot for international security. Disputes over the islands of the basin among
countries of East Asia have diversified background: economic, territorial, but also military,
political and prestigious. The publications allowed assessing the development of situation
especially as it is continuing to be more fragile endangering the region especially as also
military instmment of power was used.
Scientific paper: Piracy as a securiffl challenge (Piractwo wyzwaniem dla
bezpieczenstwa), Bellona No. 2, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2010 (co-author). The
evaluation of contemporary maritime piracy as an interregional phenomenon and its
implications for the world economy was the focus of the paper. It identified the reasons
particularly in relation to coast of Somalia and south-east Asia seas. When assessing the threat
for maritime security the paper covered also preventive measures undertaken, both military
and civilian, related to physical security of ships. It indicated possible directions of
cooperation of the international community to drastically reduce piracy threat.
Scientific paper: Conflict in Kashmir (Ko4ikt w Kaszmirze), Bellona No. 1, the
Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2009. The importance of Kashmir for regional security was the
topic as this is one of the most dangerous places in the world. It is one of the most militarized
regions in the contemporary world, with armed forces of three countries (India, Pakistan,
China) ready to take decisive military actions, even with the use of nuclear weapons. It
pointed out the historical background, religious and social conflicts, along with possible ways
to overcome the complex security situation but only when cooperation of all the parties will
be materialized.

Asian military security
Monograph Development of Central Asia Military Securiffl (Ksztaltowanie
bezpieczeAstwa militarnego Azji Centralnej), Polish Air Force Academy, Dqblin 2015. The
publication was focused on security challenges in Central Asia, including Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, which are part of regional security stmctures.
Reference was made in relation to Turlanenistan which has adopted neutrality as a backbone
of national policy. An evaluation of the military potential of Central Asian countries to face
the risks associated with the situation in Afghanistan was provided. Next, common efforts of
these countries to jointly counter asymmetric threats and the relationship among them were
investigated. Moreover, the publication covered growing influences of Russia and China in
the region and the US desire to continue the presence in Central Asia. The study recognized
lack of will and ability of states to take joint and integrated effort to build a regional identity
in the current political situation and there are no foundations to change the situation in the
nearest future. The limitations of regional armed forces in relation to capabilities to face
external dangers were highlighted. Especially, as arnned forces were used rather to handle an
internal security situation. The armies of individual states vary significantly regarding their
level of development and it is further differentiating the region and raising suspiciousness.
Monograph The Air Power Role in Asia, Polish Air Force Academy, Dqblin 2015.
English, (co-author). The monograph assessed the transformation of the security situation in
Asia in the context of military dimension, which became increasingly important on the
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continent. The political and economic situation of selected countries, including China, India,
Russia, Japan, but also the US has been considered as it affected national concepts of
respective armed forces development. Particular attention was paid to air forces of those
countries which was one of the most important services of any modern armed forces. In Asia,
air power has particular relevance as of complex geography of the continent and long
distances. The need to acquire power projection capabilities is important to face external
threats, but also to enable operational reach to support national claims e.g. in relation to
disputed territories and islands of the western Pacific. The role of the US as a state affecting
the security situation in Asia was purposely discussed. A comparative analysis of the air force
created one of final chapters along with presenting possible directions of air forces future
developments.
Chapter: Polish Armed Forces participation in operations outside the country
(Udzial Sil Zbrojnych RP w operacjach poza granicami kraju), [in:] A. Antczak-Barzan
(scientific editor), Project'FOLAND" Strong and safe state? Scientific study, ed. Vizja
Press & IT School of Finance and Management in Warsaw, Warsaw 2014. An evaluation of
the effects of political, economic and military participation of Polish armed forces in
expeditionary operations in Iraq and Afghanistan in the context of security of these countries
was provided. The examination of impact of these operations on Polish security, economy and
political benefits as an ally of the countries participating in these operations was assessed. The
importance of conducting operations with the US armed forces as a strategic partner was
especially valuable to strengthen Polish role in the framework of NATO and to underpin
international relations, and to implement some changes Polish army but with very limited
economic benefits.

Chapter: Characteristics of Afghanistan and Iraq as an operational environmem of
the antiterrorist coalition forces (Charakterystyka Afganistanu i Iraku, jako :<rodowiska
dzialania si/ koalicji antyterrorystycznej:), [in] D. Kozerawski (ed.), Peacekeeping and
counter-terrorism operations in support of international securiffl in the years 1948-2004
(Operacje pokojowe iantyterrorystyczne w procesie utrzymania bezpieczeAstwa
miqdzynarodowego w latach 1948-2004,) ed. Adam Marszalek, Torun 2006, (co-author);
article: Influence of terrain and climate for anti-terrorist coalition forces in Afghanistan
and Iraq (Wplyw terenu i klimatu na dzialania sil koalicji antyterrorystycznej w Afganistanie
i Iraku), the Scientific journal of the Land Forces Military Academy No. 3, Wroclaw 2004
(co-author). Subsequent publications were related to changes in the terms of conditions of
conducting peace operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. The article discusses the environmental
conditions, and the chapter pointed out the security enviromnent in a broader context allowing
assessment of security situation. The attention was paid to risks resulting from specific
countries characteristics for international peacekeeping force.
Scientific paper: Polish Army - participation in the Afghan prevemion, (Wojsko
Polskie - udzial w afga"skiej prewencji) [in:] A. Doraczyriska (ed.), Afghanistan. Military
and non-military dimensions ofstabilization (Afganistan. Militarny i pozamilitarny wymiar
stabilizacjr), conference proceedings, National Defence University, Warsaw 2007. The artiele

;as de'v;loped rn conjunction-with the lecture delivered during the academic conference
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?Afghanistan 2007 - Mission for peace? organized under a patronage of the Minister of
National Defence. Security related factors of Afghanistan were discussed with the focus on
challenges faced by Polish military contingents.
Scientific papers: Central Asia's Securiffl Environment and Regional Defence
Capaciffl, Security Dimensions: International & National Studies No. 13 (1/2015), Publishing
House of WSBPiI aApeiron', Public and Individual Security Academy, Krakow 2015;
Formation of the military securUy of Cemral Asia (Ksztaltowanie sig bezpieczeAstwa
militarnego regionu Azji Centralnej) Scientific Papers No. 2 (21) Polish Air Force Academy,
Deblin 2013; Central Asian states' military cooperation (Wsp6}praca wojskowa paAstw Azji

grodkowej:), Bellona No. 3, Warsaw 2008 (co-author). Central Asian security environment
and risks arising from the nature of the whole region and individual countries were presented.
The papers covered the beginnings of regional independent states along with common and
individual challenges faced by governments in the search for national identity. Attention was
particularly given to non-military cross-border threats to stability. An assessment of the
cooperation among countries in the region was exposed highlighting that focus is rather on
domestic issues. Central Asia states participation in joint exercises within the framework of
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization was discussed under leadership of Russia and China
aiming to combat terrorism, separatism and extremism that threaten all its members and
Central Asia. It is one of few opportunities for joint training and operations of Central Asian
states.

Scientific paper: Russia's strategic interests in Central Asia (Strategiczne interesy
Rosji w Az?7i Centralney), Bellona No. 4, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2011, (co-author).
Central Asia has been for centuries a Russian area of influence, which lately felt threatened by
activities of the United States and China. Russia will continue, however, influencing the
region in general especially in security domain based on political connections, economy and
history, but it must be done by enhancing efforts and delivering new investments. It is
supported by long-term bilateral economic agreements, monitoring and ownership of regional
pipelines and respective nations' links with Russia, including job opportunities on Russian
labour market. It is also important to follow changes in Central Asia and to preserve abilities
to cooperate with the states. However, Russia's internal problems can have a negative impact
on developments and continuity of foreign policy in this region of Asia. This is particularly
important given evolving geopolitical situation and economic pressure from Beijing and
continuous the US attempts to return to Central Asia.
Scientific paper: The Role of the Chinese air force in the region, (Rola sil
powietrznych Chin w regionie) Bellona No. 3, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2012 (coauthor). Geopolitical transformations in Asia are as of international interest, especially the
growing role of China including increasing military potential of the People's Liberation Army
(PLA) and its ability to project power in order to prevent possible threats coming from outside
of the Chinese mainland. The paper analysed still limited capabilities of the PLA Air Force
(PLAAF), as their development requires time and significant funds. However, this raises
concerns of other countries, like Russia, India, Japan, Australia, and is seen as a threat.
Moreover, United States armed forces are increasing its military presence in the region. Thi
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trends in the development of the PLAAF were analysed and assessed based on their impact on
the modernization of armed forces of other Asian countries in the context of their vision of

national security.
Scientific paper: Military cooperation of China and Russia, (Wsp61praca wojskowa
Chin i Rosji) Bellona No. 2, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2010. The paper discussed
international security challenges as terrorism and separatism along with China and Russia
concerns related to increase of asymmetric threats in Asia. In that context international
security stmctures activated so far to enhance safety and to combat these threats were

discussed. By developing them within the framework of military cooperation and conducting
military exercises both nations are engaging Central Asia nations in mutual cooperation for
benefit of all of them. Joint exercises, conducted since 2005, have been aimed to improve
military cooperation and to strengthen partnerships in order to create conditions for
maintaining stability in the event of an escalation of regional threats. The aim is to implement
an integrated system of planning and commanding of joint manoeuvres to be ready to conduct
international counter-terrorism operations. It is of great importance for the present capabilities
of both countries in maintaining stability in Asia without a need of involvement of states and
alliances outside the region.
The role of regional security organizations
Monograph The directions of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation developmem
(Kierunki rozwoju Szanghajskiej Organizacji Wsp61pracy), National Defence University,
Warsaw 2012. The monograph presented a role and importance of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO), which started to be an important element of regional security structures
and fomm for cooperation. It is the subject of continuous development and is gaining
importance and influences being one of major security related players in Asia. It discussed
cooperation within SCO in political, military and economic dimensions, indicating future
directions of development of these areas. Monograph presented the background and
preconditions necessary to support creation of the organization and its predecessor so-called
?Shanghai Five?. Next, objectives, structure and geopolitical environment affecting the
cooperation within SCO was indicated allowing assessing its relevance for each of its
members and countries with an observer status. The armed forces of member states were

mentioned to show the importance of military cooperation as one of area of important
activities of the member states including an overview of joint exercises. Military cooperation
and locations of major manoeuvres allow evaluation of priorities of the organization. The
economic cooperation is growing raising concerns of other countries about securing their
economic interests in the region. Such concepts as the 'New Silk Road' and 'Energy Club'
will further enhance economic leg of cooperation within SCO. Moreover, other areas of
cooperation are described indicating the search to ensure closer relations in new domains
compared to initial ones than and following agreements and organizational documents.
Finally, opportunities and threats facing each individual state and organization as whole are
described. Possible enlargement is an issue as there are other nations interested in closer ,
relation with SCO, so future directions of cooperation are discussed as it could fundamentally
change the current balance of power in Asia.
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Chapter: Facing the Three Devils. The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Case,
[in:] Proceedings of the International Symposium on Securiffl, 23-24 June 2008, the
National Defence University of the Chinese People's Liberation Army, Beijing 2008. The
chapter presented an overview of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization from European
viewpoint as security organization in Asia. Its role and importance as security structure was
discussed as guarantor of stability of involved countries and regions. In this context, it pointed
out opportunities and threats facing SCO.
Scientific paper: Shanghai Cooperation Organization (Szanghajska Organizacja
Wsp61pracy), Bellona No. 2, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2008, (co-author). SCO was
initiated as result of fairly similar security concerns and interests of Russia and China. It was a
reason to establish the 'Shanghai Five' group in 1996 to transfornn it later into formal security
organization. This made it possible to increase the influence of Russia and China in Central
Asia at the same time having better positon to limit growth of Western countries' influences.
The ambiguous nature of SCO and the question whether it is anti-terrorism alliance (in broad
terms), or the organization of regional security raised some concerns. It was due to its
objectives of combating terrorism and on the other hand huge scale of organized international
military exercises. The significance of the SCO for individual countries and their common
and national goals were presented.
Scientific paper: Collective Securiffl Treaffl Organization (Organizacja Ukladu o
BezpieczeAstwie Zbiorowym), Bellona No. 3, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2010, (coauthor). The Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) is one of regional security
stmctures with exclusive leading role of the Russian Federation. The organizational goals,
tasks and achievements in enhancing collective security were analysed. Next, the significance
of the organization for its members, structure and involvement of the highest state authorities
was mentioned as prove that CSTO has prominent place in national security policies of
member states. Specifically, the great importance of CSTO in securing Russia's interests in
Eurasia was discussed.

Economic and energy security

Chapter: The Areas of Development of Polish Relations with Asian Countries
(Obszary rozwoju relacji Polski z krajami azjatyckim0, [in:] Anna Antczak-Barzan (scientific
editor), Project "POLAND? Strong and safe state? scientific study, ed. Vizja Press & IT,
School of Finance and Management in Warsaw, Warsaw 2014. The growing importance of
Poland in Europe is making the country a desirable partner for the leaders of the Asian nations
and is creating encouragements and opportunities for cooperation in the new geopolitical
system. The past and ongoing contacts in many dimensions were analysed in relation to
possible options for future development of cooperation with Asian countries including trade
relations. Moreover, relations in the military sphere were presented which still were a very
underdeveloped area, due to different priorities in terms of security and various sources of
threats. Next, opportunities to promote Poland among Asian nations were presented and
particular attention was paid to the leading countries of Asia like China, India, Japan and the
I
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Association of Southeast Asian Nations as those are linked with great potential for
cooperation development

Chapter: Euilding the EU's relations with Asian countries - opportunities and
threats (Budowanie relacji Unii Europejskiej z paAstwami azjatyckimi - szanse i zagrozenia)
[in:] Anna Antczak (scientific editor), Europe - a safe continent? Potential sources of
threats to European securiffl (Europa - bezpieczny kontynent? Potencjalne ir6dla zagro:zeA
bezpieczeAstwa europejskiego), scientific study, ed. Vizja Press & IT, Warsaw 2011. The
chapter contains an evaluation of the European Union's relations with China, India and the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations accenting mainly economic relations. These are
discussed in the context of the security situation in Asia, including threats for trade routes,
which can cause disruption of cooperation as of geographical factors. It was pointed out that
for EU, in relation to Asia, full coordination of respective members' foreign policy is
essential. It must be done within the organization, the European Council, the Council of the
European Union, the European Commission, along with activities of the European Parliament
and the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy but also in
correlation with member states foreign policies'. It is complicated matter as every nation has
own priorities determining its foreign policy.
Scientific papers: China's Strategic Growth Sustainment: Accidental Leader?
Connections Fall 2010, the Partnership for Peace Consortium (PfPC), GarmischPartenkirchen 2010; LEmergence straMgique intemionnelle chinoise ou accidentelle?
Revue Defense Nationale, Tribune, Paris December 2010, (co-author). The papers presented
an assessment of the economic situation in China at the beginning of the century with the
focus on role of economy to continue strengthening nation's role regionally and globally.
Particular attention was paid to the economic role of energy resources. This was done in the
framework of regional cooperation with Russia based on bilateral relations and within
organizations like SCO. The papers presented Chinese examination of new sources of oil, gas
and other important natural resources supplies, including highlighting the importance of sea
and land lines of communication. The implications of regional security evolution and security
cooperation for the economic situation of China were discussed.

Scientific paper: Logistiikkakeskusten rooli Kiinan talouskehifflksessa (The influence
of logistics on Chinese economy:), Huolto Upseeri Journal Issue l/2013, Helsinki 2013 (coauthor). The role of logistic infrastructure development in China as economy security factor
was discussed. It was analysed in the context of strengthening an economic development of
Chinese central and western provinces. The infrastructure is also a national security factor as
by developing economy the country is limiting the impact of terrorist and separatists'
movement and ideas on local populations.

Scientific paper: Cemral Asia and energy securiffl of China (Azja Centralna a
bezpieczeAstwo energetyczne Chin), Bellona No. 1, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2011,
(co-author). The evaluation of China's demand for energy resources was analysed for specific

period of time and also in a long-term perspective. It was recognized that such the estima;es
caused decisions related to stronger cooperation with neighbouring countries as a source'of
supplies. Special attention was given to the close geographic region - Central Asia as it
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similar security challenges as China, such as separatism and terrorism, and nations are sharing
common borders. The energy security was considered in relation to Central Asian states as

foundation of close trade relations and future dimensions of cooperation. The paper
mentioned also competition between Russia and China competing to ground their influences,
but also their desire to preserve stability in the region supporting uninterrupted flow of oil and
gas as constituent of national interests.

The developing domains of security

Monograph The War of the 21s' Century. The Beginnings of the War of the 'Third
Wave' (Wojna )O'? Wieku. Poczqtki wojny ,,trzeciej fali"), ed. Vizja Press & IT, Warsaw
2016 (co-author, to be published). For the monograph three substantive chapters were
developed (p. 91-158). They covered selected concepts of armed struggle as new domains of
security. The military use of cyberspace as a growing challenge of the information age was
presented and technology is one of aspects of security. This has influenced modern societies
globally and affected their security and they are capable to paralyze or limit abilities of safety
systems of countries and organizations. Attention was drawn to the perception of this
dimension in the context of military and politico-economic features and accented an
endeavour to face challenges within evolving cyberspace. Technological developments have
created new opportunities for military and civilian use of autonomous systems which are also
discussed. Those are to be used to support military operations when fighting both
conventional and asymmetric threats. They are creating superiority on a battlefield especially
for technologically developed countries. The chapter demonstrated roles and application of
unmanned systems on battlefields, as well as technological, legal and moral limitations related
to them. Militarization of outer space was covered as current and future use of orbital systems
is to affect concepts of planning and executing military operations and also many areas and
functions of societies. In the context of military support space is giving an advantage to any
country dominant in this environment. The utilization of space is an open matter limited only
by human innovation and technological progress which will lead to "Star Wars? creating a
new security field.
Arctic security
Scientific paper: Militarization of Arctic - the growth of the Russian Federation's
military presence in the region (Militaryzacja Arktyki - wzrost obecno.<ci wojskowej
Federacji Rosyjskiej w regionie), Bellona No. 02, the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw 2015. The
Arctic is now one of the most important regions where the rivalry for influences and
economic benefits has started. The involvement of Russia is of great importance due to its
geostrategic position and robust policy in the area. The presence of Russian armed forces in
the Arctic has economic background and is implemented with the support of the political
authorities of the country. Therefore there is a threat of growing tensions including
confrontational potential in Arctic. Discoveries of natural resources and locations of important
maritime routes there are generating territorial claims followed by involvement of other
countries, like China. Russia's decision to expand the military infrastructure and deployment
of additional forces and resources was noticed by all the involved nations. Next, the
i
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establishment of the Arctic Joint Strategic Command having in subordination the Northern
Fleet raised concerns of restarting the Cold War rhetoric.

Scientific paper: Comprehensive Approach toward the Russian Arctic Race, Security
Dimensions: International & National Studies, No. 12, Publishing House of WSBPiI

'Apeiron' College of Individual and Public Security, Krakow 2014. The paper discussed
actions taken by Russia in relation to Arctic presenting very comprehensive approach
adopted. It analysed many aspects of political, economic, social and military decisions made
by the state in an attempt to ensure the long-term benefits of a dominant position in Arctic. It
indicated the benefits offered by the Arctic, especially in economic terms.
Scientific papers Arctic - a region ofDissonant International Interests, Security and
Defence Quarterly, No. 4, National Defence University, Warsaw 2014 (co-author); Arctic the New?Great Game" or Peaceful Cooperation? Baltic Security and Defence Review,
Volume 16, issue 1, Tartu, Estonia 2014 (co-author). The papers analysed the impact of
climate change on access to Arctic deposits and examined size of possible natural resources
located there. It examined legal basis for claims relating to countries in the region. The paper
reflected position of individual countries (Canada, USA, China, Japan, Russia) and
organizations (NATO and EU) towards Arctic and actions taken to strengthen their position in
the region. In this regard, it was recognized that approaches differ in many respects and
interests are very contradictory. This should not lead to military confrontation because it is not
beneficial to any of the participants, however it will cause tensions among the countries as of
their assertiveness and very determined attitude.
The Baltic region energy security

Scientific papers: The Geopolitical Importance of the Baltic Region from the Polish
Perspective, Security. World - Region - Poland (Bepieczeristwo. Swiat - Region - Polska),
Scientific Papers No. 1 (3) / 2013, Stanislaw Staszic College of Public Administration in
Bialystok, Bialystok 2013 (co-author); Securhy Cooperation between Poland and the Baltic
region, Baltic Security and Defence Review, Volume 15 issue 2, Tartu, Estonia 2013 (coauthor). The evaluation of Poland's cooperation with the th?ree Baltic countries in the field of
security was analysed. The perception of the region in relation to individual countries:
Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia was described emphasizing their internal differences and
different perception of threats. Common dangers toward security were clarified highlighting
the requirement to enhance regional solidarity. A reference was made to military and
economic security presenting possible directions to overcome emerging threats.
Scientific papers: Baltian Alueen Energiaturvallisuus - Euroopan Solidaarisuus
Koetuksella, Huolto Upseeri Journal Issue 2/2013, Helsinki 2013) (co-author); Baltic Region

Energy Securiffl-The Trouble with European Solidariffl, Baltic Security and Defence
Review, Volume 15 issue 1, Tartu, Estonia 2013, (co-author); Energiaturvallisuus ja
toimitusvarmuus Euroopan huolena, Huoltoupseeri, Journal Issue 4/2014, Helsinki 2014

(co-author). The papers provided an estimate of energy security of the Baltic States to explain
dangers and limitations in relation respective countries. The energy security of the three Baltic
States was assessed presenting very different situation in each of the nations. The importan.ce
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of neighboring countries to overwhelm their energy related isolation namely: Poland, Finland
and Sweden and also European Union, was analysed.
In cooperation with the Institute of Logistics of the WSB University (Wy,;sza Szko}a
Bankowa) in Wroclaw I have developed papers related to contemporary logistics. It was an
indirect result of the experience gained during studies in China, where land transportation has
become a major challenge for economic development. Similarly, the safety and high load of
goods transferred using maritime routes is one of the challenges for Asian countries. Within
cooperation I published:
Transport logistics

Scientific papers: Evolution of international distribution logistics, [in:] Logistic
systems - Theory and Practice, IV International Scientific - Technical Conference in Rawa

Mazowiecka, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw 2009, (co-author); Technological
support for logistics transportation systems, [in]: J. Mikulski (ed.), Transport Systems
Telematics: 10th Conference TST 2010, Springer-Verlag, Heilderberg 2010, (co-author);
Automated underground highways, Polish Economic Publishing House, (Polskie
Wydawnictwo Ekonomiczne S.A.), Materials Management and Logistics (Gospodarka
Materia}owa i Logistyka) No. 12, Warsaw 2010, (co-author); Challenges and the Future of
Intermodal Transportation in Poland, the Crisis Management No. 2, University of Zilina,
Zilina 2007, (co-author). An analysis of the increasing volume of goods transported by
logistics companies was analysed, which is steadily growing both regionally and globally. As
a result the requirements toward transport services are increasing requiring implementation of
modern and more efficient solutions. Problems in this domain are particularly evident in large
cities. The concept of the underground automated highways is the future oriented solution
which could support overcoming some of challenges linked with transport logistics. The
papers are presenting some other concepts and their basic requirements and assumptions
along with advantages and risks associated with their implementation. In addition, they
presented possible future of modern automated highways based on ongoing research and
projects. Finally, current challenges for transport in Poland and required solution were
researched in order to improve the situation in the nearest future.
Scientific paper: Terrorist threats for intermodal transport, (Zagro2enia
terrorystyczne transportu intermodalnego) Logistics No. 3, Warsaw 2009; CD attachment
(co-author). The paper discussed terrorist threats in relation to transport requiring
implementation of multi-faceted and costly projects in this area and development of complex
strategies for their utilization. An evaluation of international cooperation in a globalized
economy was covered, which is crucial because terrorism is a global phenomenon striking
directly each single country. Possible strategies and research projects that can be implemented
in many different areas according to the specific threats were examined.
Scientific papers: New challenges and changes in international distribution logistics
(Nowe wyzwania i kierunki przemian w logistyce dystrybucji w ujqciu miqdzynarodowym)
Scientific papers of the Warsaw University of Technology, Issue 71, Warsaw 2009, i"(co'n w
author); Determinants of changes itx military logistics (Uwarunkowania przemiau
l
l
l
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logistyce wojskowej), Military University of Technology, Military Logistics Systems Issue 33,
Warsaw 2009, (co-author). The papers analysed the European distribution market and
consequences of EU enlargement as it caused new challenges for the distribution logistics,
particularly through geographical polarization. This is evident especially in the Central and
Eastern Europe through market competition, logistics, legal solutions, business trends and
new technologies. The international structure of these solutions forces adaptation of goods'
supply chain to facilitate market demands, to organize efficient physical flow of products and
managerial decisions. Successful implementation of these solutions requires the
implementation of new logistics concepts, methods and solutions to face competition within
logistics supply chains. Finally, relationship between civilian and military logistics systems,
mutual relations and common patterns were recognized.
5.2. Papers presented at national and international conferences and scientific seminars
and active participation in the organizing committee of international and national
scientific conferences

Before beginning doctorate studies I participated in symposia related the area of
research and I presented papers. Participation in such the conferences and scientific seminars
was a very important component of scientific development, allowing presentation of outcome
of my research. It was an opportunity to meet authorities and security experts being an
opportunity to listen to their opinions and observations. It was particularly important after I
have focused on scientific research related to security. During international and national
conferences and seminars I presented 18 papers from 2001 to 2014 and most of them were
published in conference and seminar proceedings. I took an active part in over 20
international and national conferences, seminars, workshops between 2009 and 2015 by
taking part in working groups, leading panel discussions and exchanging views with
participants of these scientific meetings. I was an active participant in meetings with
representatives of science and political bodies, whose principal area of interest was related to
security.
As an academic and teacher of the BALTDEFCOL I took part in preparing and
conducting among others: the 9th International Lessons Learned Conference in June 2015
in Tartu, and currently I am involved in preparing an international conference 7th Awual
Baltic Military History Conference titled From the Great War to the post-Cold War era:
The Baltic Region as an international crossroad from 1900 to 2020 to be held in the Baltic
Defence College in Tartu in March 2016. At the invitation of the organizers in 2015 I took
part in the international conference: ,4nnua/ Baltic Conference on Defence (ABCD) titled
Who's Afraid of Hybrid Warfare? organized by the International Centre for Defence and
Security (ICDS) in Tallinn and the Ministry of National Defence of Estonia in September
2015 and in the international security conference: The Riga Conference 2015, organized by
the Latvian Transatlantic Organization in Riga in November 2015.
I was a mentor during a seminar on Theory of terrorism as a part of the Second
Intertxatiotxal Scientific Conference on Natural and Civilization Disasters in 2006 in S}ok
and I was a member of the Programming Committee of the Scientific - Technical Symposium
Challenges for Militaiy Equipment Maintenance EKSPOLOG 2004. In 2009 I was
member of the Programme Committee of the scientific seminar organized by the Strategi?
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Studies Institute of the National Defense University: Strategic Securiffl Considerations of the
Poland's Republic until 2020. I organized an Academic Workshopon Small State
Deployment Experiences in March 2011 and a seminar Regional SecurUy in the face of
conflict in Ukraine with students of the School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) of the
Command and General Staff College (CGSC) and BALTDEFCOL. I co-organized the
seminar Securiffl Policy and Strategic Thinking in cooperation between BALTDEFCOL and
the Swedish National Defence College (SNDC) in December 2014 and I facilitated a seminar
with a representative of the National Institute for Defense Studies (NIDS) in Japan and
Japanese Embassy in Tallinn on Securiffl Environment in EastAsia in 2015.
A detailed list of conferences in which I actively participated is presented in Annex 4 to the
application.
5.3. Participation in and leading scientific projects
Research projects have been an important element of my scientific development and
they were conducted after I had completed doctorate studies. They were conducted between
2001 and 2007 in connection with teaching and holding science related position in the Land
Forces Academy in Wroclaw. I participated in 13 scientific projects. In 4 of them I was as a
project manager and in 9 as a member of research teams. I accomplished a scientific project in
the context of a research project OT No. OOA 005 26 funded by the Ministry of Science and
Information Allied and other concepts of employment of non-lethal weapons systems as my
contribution to research of the Land Forces Faculty of the National Defense University in
2005. Security matters related to the beginning of the current century I analysed within a
scientific project: The impact of non-lethal weapons utilization on land forces operations in
security environment at the beginning of the twenty-first century (Wplyw broni
obezwladniajqcej na dzialania komponent6w wojsk lqdowych w .<rodowisku bezpieczeAstwa
na poczqtku XXI wieku) in 2005 and 2006. In 2011 I prepared one chapter for a scientific
project Europe - safe continent? Potential threats for European security (Europa - bezpieczny
kontynent? Potencjalne zr6dla zagro:leA bezpieczeAstwa europejskiego) and in 2014 two
chapters for a scientific project: Project Poland. Strong and safe country? (Projekt
,, POLSKA" Silne i bezpieczne paAstwo'T).
5.4. Didactics and international cooperation

I started teaching in 1992 as an instructor and I conducted classes in the framework of
lectures and practical exercises. It was continued as a lecturer and adjunct and the range of my
responsibilities was evolving according to follow new duties as next to lectures I was also
responsible for conducting seminars, exams I was supervising diploma thesis. The profile of
didactics changed over time when I took duties of head of department and chair. Next to
continuing teaching I was also responsible for developing curricula, planning educational
process and I was supervising it. During this period I prepared and led, among others,
pedagogical qualification courses for academy staff to improve their educational abilities. I
was responsible to improve skills of subordinated teachers aiming to improve the quality of
the teaching. The average number of teaching hours between 2009 and 2015 was reac5ing
some 300- 350 hours.
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As part of the educational activities at the Baltic Defence College I was teaching at all
the College's courses within lectures, seminars, facultative seminars and syndicate works. I
was responsible for organizing education within teaching modules and during academic year
2014/2015 I was responsible for educational standards within the department. During
practical exercises I was a head teacher and an assistant head teacher conducting classes and
monitoring students' education and contributing to an assessment of individuals and also
being a mentor. For practical exercise I was responsible for preparing strategic level
documentation including, among others, regional security situation and assessment of
environment. In years 2013-2015 I taught within facultative seminars related to regional
security and based on historical cases studies. In 2014 I prepared and conducted a military historical study tour for students of the Baltic Defence College in Norway: German Armed
Forces' Campaign 1940 in Norway and in 2015 in Poland: Battle of Warsaw 1920 of 2015.
This involved preparing teaching materials and cooperation with students before, during after
these study tours. It involved also facultative seminars. During the tours students visited also
ministries of defence, military commands and research centres of respective countries where
security situation of visited nations and regions was presented. Currently I am preparing
another study tour to Germany and Poland.
When being responsible for master degree seminars I conducted classes with students
between 2011 and 2015 and I was also supervisor, reviewer and a member of examination
boards organized for pre-defences and final defences of master thesis. The MA program is
being conducted in cooperation with the National Defense Academy of Latvia in Riga. During
the Viking exercise series conducted in Sweden (2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015) with the
participation of students from Austria, Finland, Switzerland, Sweden and BALTDEFCOL I
performed as a mentor while making an assessment of students in relation to their duties.
In the framework of international cooperation of BALTDEFCOL I delivered lectures in
the Air Force Academy in Dqblin and in the Polish Naval Academy in Gdynia. Furtherrnore, I
actively participated in the working group: A Feasibility Study for a Nordic-Baltic Military
Education Programme at the Strategic Level in 2013 and 2014 established based on
cooperation of the defence ministries of the Baltic States, the Nordic Defence Cooperation
(NORDEFCO), the Baltic Defence College, the Royal Danish Defence College, the Finnish
National Defence University, the Swedish National Defence College and the Norwegian
Defence University College. Its aim was to develop a concept of strategic-level courses that
could be conducted jointly by academic and teaching staff of countries participating in study
for civilian and military students occupying senior positions in ministries of defence and
foreign affairs and also in armed forces. The job was commissioned by NORDEFCO and the
ministries of defence of countries participating in the project. In years 2013 - 2014 as an
academic I participated in BALTDEFCOL cooperation with NATO Energy Security Centre
of Excellence in Vilnius related to energy security as safety issue and a subject of education.
As a result I took part in three international conferences, where I gave two lectures and I
actively participated in working groups.
In 2014 I participated in a working group established to develop ' Vision 2020 Concept'
as a project linked with developing a new concept of education for senior level milir
personnel and civilian employees in security related institutions of the three Baltic States,.
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Since June 2015, I have been involved in the pro5ect of Baltic Defence College and the
Potomac Foundation from the United States called aHegemon' linked with developing
educational tools to support security education and planning based on requirements of the
Baltic States. The project will be completed in April 2016 and will go into the implementation
phase. As part of the academic development I have cooperated with the Centre for Security
and Strategic Research in Latvia, Polish Air Force Academy in Dqblin and the University of
Finance and Management in Warsaw. I also published my scientific papers in the National
Defence Academy in Warsaw and within logistics matters I collaborated with WSB
University (Wy2sza Szkola Bankowa) in Wroclaw.
5.5. Advisory activity, scientific supervision of students.
I was a supervisor of 12 master's theses, five of which have been recognized as relevant
and accepted for defence. In years 2011 - 2015 I was a reviewer of master's theses and I
participated in preliminary defences and final defences of master's theses approved by the
supervisors. Currently, I am a supervisor of 7 master's theses and five diploma theses. When
being academic of the Land Forces Academy I was a tutor of numerous students' diploma
dissertations, a reviewer and I also participated in diploma defences and diploma exams. I
took an active part in activities of students within of scientific circles. Working in the Baltic
Defence College under my supervision 33 diploma theses in English were prepared and
successfully defended, including students from ten countries and all the courses: a Higher
Command Studies Course, a Joint Command and General Staff Course and a Civil Servant

Course. The topics of 27 theses were related to regional and international security. I
participated in the exam boards of different areas of education.
During academic year 2009/2010 I was a syndicate guiding officer and mentor for a
syndicate which consisted of nine students from six countries. It associated with providing
classes, facilitating syndicate works and individual consultations with students, as well as
following their progress during education.
5.6. Scientific internship
In cooperation with other research centres and academic institutions in 2001 I had a sixmonth research internship at the Tactics Chair of the National Defence Academy and it was
related to research for my doctoral dissertation purposes. Working in BALTDEFCOL
I participated in the exchange of educational experiences and I delivered lectures at the Air
Force Academy in Dqblin in January 2013. In March and June 2015 I held scientific
internship and lectures about modernization of armed forces of the Russian Federation and the
security of the Baltic region at the undergraduate, graduate and military courses at the Polish
Naval Academy in Gdynia.
5.6. Membership in international and nationa} organizations and societies
I am a member of the European Association for Security and the Polish Society of
Political Science, region Wroclaw (Polskie Towarzystwo Nauk Politycznych, Oddzia}
Wroc}aw).
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5.7. Participation in expert and selection boards
In 2009 I was involved in developing expert opinion Evaluation of the safety of the

Exploration & Production Company LOTOS Petrobaltic S.A. when being academic of the
Strategic Studies Institute of the National Defence Academy in Warsaw. Performing duties of
a head of the Military Studies Institute I granted three expert interviews for Wirtualna Polska
Portal related to security situation in Afghanistan, Middle East and North Korea. As an expert
I participated in preparing a new formula of the scientific papers of the Estonian National
Defence Academy (ENDC) quarterly Proceedings in April 2014, Tartu. I am also a member
of the editorial committee of the Proceedings of ENDC. I was a consultant of a substantive
report prepared by the Casimir Pulaski Foundation: The Arrned Forces of Poland, status,
prospects and challenges of modernization in 2014 and I prepared an introduction to Chapter
II. I was also involved in 2015 into consultations for the Foundation's report: The

modernization program of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation - the state and
prospects of success. Representing the College I presented an expert opinion on: The security
situation in the context of current developments in the Russian Federation and its
neighbourhood during a panel discussion with representatives of the Latvian Parliament
headed by the Speaker of the Parliament in June s, 2015 in Tartu. I was reviewer of the
research and science project titled: Russian Information Warfare against the Ukrainian State
and Defence Forces: April- December 2014. Combined Analysis prepared as an effect of
cooperation among Tartu University (Institute of Social Studies), NATO Strategic
Communications Centre of Excellence, Estonian National Defence College and the Estonian
Defence Forces (Strategic Communication Department) in November 2015.

I participated in the committees organized for evaluation and selection of employees for
teaching and academic positions teaching at BALTDEFCOL. Within committees I was
involved into initial evaluation of applications, participation in interviews with selected
individuals and in preparing final recommendations. In the years 2009 - 2015 I was a member
of the Boards of Appeal of the Baltic Defence College in regard to compliance with academic
standards. Occupying positions in Land Forces Academy I reviewed articles to "Scientific
Papers Views and Experiences" and in BALTDEFCOL I was a reviewer of scientific articles
provided for publication in the "Baltic Security and Defence Review", and an article for the
scientific magazine ?Journal of Corporate Responsibility and Leadership".
During exercises codenamed "Viking? conducted in Sweden with participation of
students from Austria, Finland, Switzerland, Sweden and BALTDEFCOL I was a member of

an exercise evaluation team along with academics and military staff from the Swedish
Defence Academy preparing proposals and recommendations related to exercise.
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